Are presentations important to your success?
Poor presentations result in lost sales and bad decisions!

Expert Presentation & PowerPoint Training
Presentation & PowerPoint training
that delivers dramatic results
• Real-world training to create stunning slides, even
though you aren’t a designer
• Research-based principles are easy to follow, yet
effective
• Systematic method helps you quickly change your
old habits

Contact us for training, consulting
and coaching
•
•
•
•

Let’s discuss your needs and develop a plan
Schedule now before our calendar fills up!
We do on-site and webinar-based training
Questions? Contact us!

Why this training is different
• Thorough approach covers all aspects of
presenting—content, design & delivery
(depending on need)
• Hands-on workshops allow you to practice and
integrate what you learn
• Working with YOUR presentations, not
meaningless samples, makes training relevant

What clients are saying
•
•

•

Ellen Finkelstein is a PowerPoint MVP (Most
Valuable Professional, a Microsoft award), one of
only 14 in the U.S. She is the author of PowerPoint
for Teachers and several other books. She has
written numerous articles on presenting and
PowerPoint for Microsoft, Inside PowerPoint,
SlideShare.net, PresentationXpert, and more.

"Your PowerPoint coaching makes complex
tasks much easier for me." - Tony Dinkins, VP,
Human Resources
“The results have been night and day! My
Manager has already complimented me
several times on the quality of my PowerPoint
decks. “ - Mel Velez, Director, Procure to Pay
"I found the seminar to be highly informative
and useful and I love the hands-on approach
that you took. I could not stop commenting on
how simply amazing your slides were." Stacey-Lynn, seminar attendee
Clients have been from Microsoft, Citrix, Disney,
University of Buffalo, University of Illinois,
DirecTV, Carroll, Warren &Parker, Brainshark,
North Dakota State University Transportation
Learning Network and numerous others,
including doctors and law firms.

